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You could be a specialist who intends to search for references or resolve existing troubles. Or
you are a trainee, or maybe even you who simply wish to know about Chevrolet Trailer Plug
Wiring Diagram. Whatever you are, we attempt to bring the material that matches exactly what
you are searching for. You may come from a search engine, then find this internet site. This
topic is a great deal of people looking on the net, consequently we gather photos from different
reputable sources and recognize in their field. The results of the gathering are posted on this
web site. Below are a few of the top illustrations we get from different sources, we hope these
photos will certainly serve to you, and with any luck extremely appropriate to just what you
desire about the Chevrolet Trailer Plug Wiring Diagram is. This picture we have filtered from
good produce the most effective image, yet just what do you assume? We wish to make a site
beneficial for lots of people. If the picture above is not extremely clear, please click the photo
you want to enlarge, then you will certainly be taken to another page to present a clearer as well
as larger photo, you will certainly likewise exist info from gambvar. Below this web site there is
additionally a Chevrolet Trailer Plug Wiring Diagram photo gallery, if the picture over is
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Verified Purchase. I bought it new , miles ago. It is 17 years old and the plastic trailer plug had
been used many-many times. The flap door had come off and that actually holds the trailer plug
in.. So I was going to buy a auto store generic and cut wires and install. But checked here to see
if the connector was cheaper, As I hate auto stores.. They will not take care of you because they
answer the phone all the time. Like that guy on the phone can give them money faster than the
guy in front of them?? So click click I ordered online.. It came it had directions. It was 5 minutes
labor.. One person found this helpful. This is a Pollak unit in a Dorman Box. Says Pollak right on
the front of it. Install is easy. Mine has 10 years of Ohio corrosion on it. Push in the tab and the
wiring harness pops right off will rain some debris down in the process. To pull the old unit,
push in the locking tab with a flat head screwdriver it will probably break, no biggie. If looking at
the back of it where the factory harness plugs in, rotate counter-clockwise. You will need wide,
adjust pliers to grip and turn it as it won't budge by hand. Install is reverse of removal. Perfect
fit and restored lost function. The lid cracked on my OEM trailer plug and wouldn't stay on the
pivot pin any longer. I ran it for a while without the cover but water got in and reeked havoc on
the wiring causing corrosion around the pins. I could keep the exterior surfaces clean and that
worked for a while but eventually I started having problems in the wiring connector. Symptoms
included not constantly getting a backup light signal which kept the disk brake lockout from
working which kept the trailer from backing consistently to having the cruise control shut off
when you used the turn signal to cruise control not working when you had the headlights on. I
only traced it to this connector because of the backup light problems and the fact that they all
got better if the connector was wet. This was hard to track down and I thought I was going to
have to replace the whole thing but this was easy to install once I managed to get the crusty
connector off the back of the OEM one and get it cleaned with just depressing a tab and turning.
Installation is just as easy, I cleaned the contacts very well with contact cleaner and put some
dielectric grease on before plugging in the connector. Now all function is restored and the seals
work great to keep the water out and the trailer connectors fit much better. Wish I would have
just replaced it sooner, for the price I have no complaints. My OEM plug on my '03 Silverado did
the classic UV rot and was falling to pieces, and the cover was long gone causing water to
ingress. For very little cost this make the plug like new and should last as long if not longer than
the OEM one. It is shocking what the dealership wants for a similar part! This plugged right in to
the OE spot for a Silverado The cap has strong spring retention holding the cover closed firmly
when not in use. This does not feel cheep nor does it seem like its going to break. All you have
to do to get this swapped out is look at your plug face on the truck and find the 2 detentes
plastic retainers that should be visible from the bumper and twist the outlet from the back and
the plug should come right out. Remove the plug from the back swap out the plug and reverse
the operation. Done and done. No need for any re wiring or messing around with wiring a

different style plug into the truck. I would defiantly recommend this if you need to replace the
outlet. Right price and a perfect replacement for my GMC Classic. Remove the wire - Unplug the
old one twist , remove it,add a little di-electric grease , plug the new one into the factory bracket
give it a twist and plug the wire harness back in. I watched a You Tube video which was perfect
and even the same brand item and it is a simple fix. You can do this! Very easy to install, simply
remove the original factory wiring harness by pressing the lock tab in, and twisting. Remove the
wiring harness, and install the new one by reversing the process. Cover is spring loaded which
not only ensures that it stays free of dirt and rust, but also helps hold the trailer wiring harness
firmly in place so it doesn't back-out. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. This
looked just like the original one but the groove it slides in was too tight. Tried bending the
flange on the truck slightly to accommodate It starting to no avail. I put silicone spray on it to no
avail then grease. Then one of the retainers that would normally hold it secure broke off. Should
have went to the dealer. Save your money, this is poor quality. Report abuse. It was exactly as
specified, fits my GMC perfectly and works great. The price was the icing on the cake. Same fit
as OEM. I recommend di-electric grease on the back of the plug to ensure a water tight seal.
Perfect replacement GMC Sierra Slightly different shape than OEM however fits factory slot and
plug perfectly. Took all of 2 minutes to swap over. Seems to have resolved my connection
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